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Abstract. Reducing the energy consumption and improving the robust-
ness of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) are the main requirements for
many industrial and research applications. The sensors usually use a
routing protocol in order to deliver the sensing data to a Base Station
(BS) which may be far away from the monitoring area. Many algorithms
proposed in the literature compute the routing process by clustering the
network and by designing new election mechanisms in which the cluster-
heads are chosen taking account of the remaining energy, the communi-
cation cost and the density of nodes. However, they do not consider the
connectivity to the BS, and assume that all the nodes or only few pre-
fixed nodes are able to directly communicate with it. We believe that this
assumption is not suitable for many applications of WSN and to tackle
this problem we propose CESAR, a multi-hop and energy-efficient rout-
ing protocol for large-scale WSN which includes a new cluster-head selec-
tion mechanism aware of the battery level and the connectivity to the
BS. Furthermore, our solution employs an innovative hybrid approach to
combine both clustering and on-demand techniques in order to provide
an adaptive behavior for different dynamic topologies. Simulation results
show that our solution outperforms in terms of energy consumption and
data delivery other known routing algorithms in the literature.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) · Distributed clustering ·
Multi-hop routing protocol · On-demand scheme · Base Station (BS)
connectivity · Energy-efficiency

1 Introduction

The Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are often composed of a large number of
sensors that collaborate in order to transmit the sensing data to the Base Station
(BS) by satisfying some requirements such as coverage, robustness, scalability
and lifetime. Several solutions concerning the physical, MAC and network layers
have been proposed in the literature. Regarding the routing protocols, the clus-
tering techniques are employed to reduce the message overhead, the overhearing
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and the interferences between the nodes in the network. The benefits introduced
by this approach lead to a high scalability, simple routing decisions, and low
energy dissipation by reducing the data traffic and the overhead caused by the
flow of routing information.

In this paper we present the Cluster-based Energy Saving Affiliation Routing
protocol (CESAR) which is a new multi-hop and energy-efficient algorithm that
aims to reduce the energy consumption in WSN by introducing a scheme with
innovative features. The main aspects considered in the design of the routing
scheme are the energy consumed by the nodes and the data delivery, since our
objectives are to create a robust and scalable network and extend its lifetime
as long as possible, while fulfilling application requirements. We will show in
the next sections that our clustering scheme outperforms the other simulated
algorithms.

We survey the related work in Section II. The main features of CESAR
are presented in Section III. In Section IV CESAR is employed in different
simulated scenarios inspired by industrial use case applications and we analyze
the results in comparison with other routing algorithms. Finally, Section V gives
the concluding remarks and reports the direction for future works.

2 Background and Related Work

Several cluster-based protocols have been proposed in the literature in the last
few years to reduce the energy consumption and prolong the network lifetime
in WSNs. They can be classified according to the goals and the approaches
employed for cluster formation and cluster-head selection. The main distinction
is related to the cluster formation mechanism. In this sense, we can distinguish
centralized algorithms such as PEGASIS [1] and CDC [2], and distributed algo-
rithms like LEACH [3], HEED [4], and DSBCV [5]. Other schemes are based on
Geographical clustering as RCHR [6] and TTDD [7], on the concentric clustering
such as CCS [8], or on the use of specific cluster-head election techniques like
BLAC [9]. The algorithm named SECC selects the nodes to add to the clusters
according to their energy or distance from the cluster-head [10]. In this section
we describe in brief some distributed clustering schemes by listing their features
and limitations.

Nevertheless, the most of the algorithms studied in the literature suppose
that all the nodes can always directly communicate with the BS. We believe
that this assumption is quite restrictive and not suitable for many applications
of WSNs in which the sensors may not be able to connect to the BS because of the
excessive distance or the bad radio environment. Moreover, some schemes such
as LEACH and HEED need the synchronization between the nodes in order to
start the clustering process at the same time. If the nodes are not synchronized
the performances of the two algorithms in terms of energy consumption and
data delivery are significantly degraded, since the cluster-head selection cannot
be well performed. The solution presented in this paper does not adopt such an
assumption, since it considers the connectivity to the BS as one parameter to
use in the cluster-head selection scheme.
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3 CESAR Algorithm

Our solution is addressed to specific applications where the sensors are equipped
with a long-range radio module to communicate on the link towards the BS (BS-
link) and a short-range radio module for the communication peer-to-peer with
the other sensor nodes (P2P-link). The nodes do not know the position of the BS
and they are supposed to communicate directly with it only whether the received
signal strength on the BS-link is high enough. Moreover, depending on the radio
environment and the distance from the BS, the nodes do not detect the same
quality on the BS-link. As a result, only some of them may be able to connect to
the BS and they may need to use different transmission powers in order to deliver
their data. Such nodes may also change over time depending on the variations of
the BS-link quality. In terms of energy consumption, the transmission of data on
the BS-link is much more expensive than the transmission of the same amount
of data on the P2P-link. In fact, we suppose that the communication on the BS-
link requires a transmission power 10 to 20 times higher than the communication
on the P2P-link and introduces a connection delay lasting approximately one
minute.

We focus on sensor networks where the nodes are positioned at the edges of
a 3-dimensional grid. We believe that this model well describes different kinds
of scenarios such as the monitoring of goods in storage areas. We believe that
CESAR is also suitable in applications where the nodes move within the sensing
area. Vehicle tracking in a town, surveillance in an airport, and fauna monitoring
are some examples in which CESAR can be employed.
The most significant features of CESAR are the following:

– CESAR is a hybrid algorithm that combines clustering and on-demand approaches
in order to dynamically adapt the behavior of the nodes to the topology
changes. For this purpose, it does not involve every node in a cluster without
preventing it to send data to the BS.

– The proposed cluster-head selection mechanism is aware of the connectivity to
the BS and the battery level: only the nodes that have the signal strength on
the BS-link and the battery level greater than prefixed thresholds can become
cluster-heads.

– A recovery scheme is employed to keep alive the routes between the nodes and
the cluster-heads with low cost operations.

– A data aggregation scheme can be employed by the members of the clusters
before to send data packet to the cluster-head

In the next paragraphs we explain in more details the cluster-head selection
mechanism and the cluster formation scheme. Before that, we need to introduce
the types of nodes and routing messages used in different processes. We defined
four types of nodes:

– HEAD: nodes which are able to communicate with the BS and are in charge
of creating and managing a cluster by sending announcement messages.
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– MEMBER: nodes which have joined a cluster after receiving an announcement
transmitted by a HEAD node.

– LOOSE: nodes which have not joined any cluster and are not able to transmit
data to the BS.

The routing messages were defined as follows:

– RANN: hop-bounded broadcast messages used by HEAD nodes to build their
clusters.

– REQR: hop-bounded broadcast messages used by LOOSE nodes to discover
a nearby cluster.

– REP: unicast messages used to reply to REQR messages.
– ROFF: broadcast messages used by HEAD nodes to destroy their clusters.
– DATA: unicast messages used by MEMBER nodes to deliver their data.
– ACK: unicast messages used by HEAD nodes to acknowledge DATA packets.

3.1 The Cluster-Head Selection Mechanism

Every node in the network periodically executes the cluster-head selection pro-
cess to check whether they have the requirements to become HEAD nodes. As
already explained, a node can become a cluster-head only if both the battery
level and the signal strength on the BS-link are greater than a prefixed thresh-
old. However, these are not the only conditions to become HEAD. There may
be other cluster-heads nearby that have better conditions than the considered
node. In this case, the latter should become member of one of such clusters,
rather than becoming HEAD itself.

This decision process is made by calculating the HEAD metric defined as cost
and it takes account of the battery level and the quality of the BS-link. Therefore,
the higher the metric, the less likely a node to be elected as cluster-head. As we
can see from Algorithm 1, if node u is MEMBER and has the requirements
to become HEAD, it checks whether the metric of its cluster-head is 1.5 times
greater than its own metric, as shown at line 5. In that case, u becomes HEAD,
otherwise it remains a MEMBER. Such an approach is introduced in order to
avoid the election of several HEAD nodes close to each other, and reduce the
overall number of connections to the BS and, thus the global energy consumption.

We defined a second threshold for the signal strength on the BS-link to
avoid frequent cluster-head elections and resignations when such a parameter
continuously varies around the main threshold. Regarding the resignation of
a HEAD node, it may occur in two cases. In the first case, the node has no
longer the requirements to be a cluster-head, since it has not enough energy
or it is no longer able to directly communicate with the BS. The second case
occurs when the considered node receives an announcement from a new HEAD
in the neighborhood that has a metric lower than its, as we explain in the next
paragraph. When a node resigns as HEAD, it destroys its cluster and, in the
second case, it becomes MEMBER of another cluster.
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Algorithm 1. CESAR (Cluster-head selection algorithm run on node u)
Parameters:

– connectivity: signal strength measured on the BS-link
– battery: remaining energy
– conn thr1, conn thr2: thresholds for the connectivity parameter
– batt thr: threshold for the battery parameter

1: if ( connectivity(u) ¿ conn thr1 AND battery(u) ¿ batt thr ) then
2: if (u is HEAD) then
3: Send RANN;
4: else if (u is MEMBER) then
5: if (metric(head of u) ¿ 1.5 * metric(u) then
6: Become HEAD;
7: Send RANN;
8: end if
9: else if (u is LOOSE) then

10: Become HEAD;
11: Send RANN;
12: end if
13: else if ( connectivity(u) ¿ conn thr2 AND battery(u) ¿ batt thr ) then
14: if (u is HEAD) then
15: Send RANN;
16: end if
17: else if ( connectivity(u) ¡ conn thr2 OR battery(u) ¡ batt thr ) then
18: if (u is HEAD) then
19: Become LOOSE;
20: Send ROFF to destroy the cluster;
21: end if
22: end if

3.2 Cluster Formation and Destruction

The cluster-heads form the clusters in the network and periodically connect to
the BS to deliver the sensing data received from other nodes. The clusters are
built by broadcasting a bounded-hop RANN in which the header field named
Time To Live (TTL) is set to the number of hops that can be traversed by the
message before to be discarded. In this way, only the nodes that are at a limited
hop-distance from the considered HEAD are recruited into the cluster.

The RANN messages are periodically broadcast by the HEAD nodes in their
cluster in order to keep the MEMBER nodes up-to-date about their metric.

If a non-clustered node receives a RANN message from a HEAD node, it
immediately becomes MEMBER of the announced cluster. However, if the con-
sidered node receives multiple RANN messages from different cluster-heads, it
then compares their metrics and joins the cluster with the lowest one. In the case
a HEAD node receives a RANN message, it checks whether its metric is 1.5 times
lower than the metric of the announced HEAD. If the latter condition holds, the
considered node resigns as HEAD, destroys its cluster and joins the cluster of
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Fig. 1. Cluster formation. The RANN are broadcast by the HEAD nodes to form
clusters of different sizes.

the HEAD announced in the RANN message. Such a condition has been defined
in order to avoid frequent cluster destruction when the HEAD nodes are close
to each other. After joining a cluster, the MEMBER nodes store in the routing
table the last hop traversed by the received RANN in order to have a route to
the HEAD. As a result, a routing tree is formed into the clusters between the
MEMBER nodes and the cluster-head.

The size of the clusters is decided by the HEAD nodes according to their
operating parameters. In this way, CESAR aims to concentrate the collection of
the sensing data in the HEAD nodes with better conditions in order to smartly
balance the energy consumption between them.

When a HEAD node resigns, it destroys its cluster by sending a ROFF mes-
sage to all the members that leave the cluster and become LOOSE nodes upon
the message reception.

3.3 The On-demand Scheme

As already explained, the LOOSE nodes do not have any routes to any cluster-
head, so they are not able to transmit data to the BS. Thus, when one of them
has some data to deliver to the server, it starts a special procedure that aims to
discover a cluster nearby.The discovering procedure consists of broadcasting a
hop-bounded REQR message that will be received by the nodes in the neighbor-
hood. When a MEMBER node receives such a message, it replies with a REP
message containing information about the status of the HEAD of its cluster.
The discovery process continues until a cluster is found or the max hop distance
is reached. In the latter case, the process is reinitialized and restarted after a
certain time interval.
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Fig. 2. On-demand scheme. The non-clustered nodes employ REQR messages to dis-
cover a cluster in the neighborhood and find a route a HEAD node.

For instance, let’s assume that the node e2 in Figure 2 needs to send the
sensing data to the BS. It broadcasts a REQR message in which the TTL is set
to TTL MAX. The nodes d1, d2, d3, e1 and e3 are not MEMBER nodes, so they
do not reply to the request. Nodes c1, c2, c3, members of the cluster created by
the node b3 receive the REQR and reply with a REP message that reports the
metric of their cluster-head. Such a message passes through the nodes traversed
by the latest REQR message. In the figure, we suppose that the REP messages
are received by the node d3 and forwards the message to the requesting node e2.
The latter stores in the routing table the next hop on the path towards to the
reported cluster and records the metric of its HEAD. After that, it can deliver
the collected data to the HEAD node b3 by passing through the nodes d3 and
c3.

If there are more than one cluster in the nearby, the considered node may
receive more than one REP message, and then it should evaluate to which cluster
to deliver its data by comparing the metrics of the respective cluster-heads.

3.4 Data Aggregation

The aggregation of the sensing data allows the reduction of the time needed for
transmissions and receptions decrease, and thus, the energy consumption and
the risks of collisions decrease as well. The data aggregation in CESAR can be
performed in three different ways. The least strong approach is the aggregation
of data only at the cluster-heads before deliver it to the BS. A stronger approach
is to aggregate data also at the member nodes at the borders of the clusters.
In this case, such nodes collect the data coming from the LOOSE nodes and
aggregate it before transmitting to the cluster-head. Finally, the strongest way
is to perform the data aggregation at the cluster-heads and at every member
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of the clusters. However, in this paper we evaluate CESAR without performing
any aggregation of data.

3.5 Routing Maintenance and Recovery

The CESAR algorithm uses ACK messages to acknowledge every data packet.
Thus, all the nodes expect to receive an ACK message as confirmation that the
transmission succeeded and the data was received by the cluster-head. If no ACK
messages are received after a prefixed timeout, then the sender node considers
the packet lost and transmits it again to the same HEAD. If the transmission
fails 3 times, then the considered node becomes LOOSE and restarts the on-
demand scheme to find another route to the same HEAD or to another cluster.
Thus, we set a specific timeout in the MEMBER nodes to check if the RANN
messages are periodically received. Such a timer is restarted at every reception
of RANN messages from the cluster-head and if the timeout occurs, then the
node leaves the cluster and becomes LOOSE.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section we simulate the CESAR algorithm in WSNET [11] and we analyze
the obtained results in order to compare its performances with two of the most
popular clustering protocols studied in the literature: LEACH [3] and HEED [4].
We consider a network in which the nodes are positioned in a 3d grid with
dimensions 160x160x110 m3 and for each experiment we vary the number of
sensors in the same area. Thus, the density and the distance between the nodes
change at each scenario. In such a way, we analyze the behavior of the algorithm
in low-density and high-density networks.

Table 1. Critical parameters of CESAR

Connectivity threshold 1 40%

Connectivity threshold 2 30%

Battery threshold 20%

Status update frequency every 2 min

RANN frequency every 1 min

Maximum cluster size 5 hops

Data delivery frequency every 10 min

Since we want to use a realistic model for the energy consumption, we con-
sider the transmission and the reception powers reported in the datasheets of
XBee and XBee-PRO DigiMesh 2.4 provided by Digi International [12]. We
considered two different devices since CESAR uses a multi-hop approach and,
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Fig. 3. Data delivery

Fig. 4. Energy consumption at each node

therefore it needs a lower transmission power than LEACH and HEED which
are single-hop routing protocols.

CESAR has some critical parameters that should be configured in order to
evaluate its performances. Such parameters are set to optimized values obtained
from long series of simulation as reported in Table 1.

Regarding the other simulation parameters we set to 6 hours the virtual
duration for each experiment and we suppose to receive from the application
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layer 4096 Bytes of sensing data every 10 minutes. The energy available at each
sensor at the beginning of the simulations is 100 Joules. We believe that the latter
values are fair enough to simulate a generic application running on sensors with
a generic hardware.

4.1 Data Delivery

In many applications in which the sensor networks are employed, the robustness
is a primary requirement to ensure the delivery of the sensing data to the BS. In
this section, we measure the percentage of data generated by the sensors that is
successfully delivered to the BS, with different experiments in which we change
the number of nodes in the sensing area.

As we can observe in Figure 3, the LEACH and HEED algorithms are less
robust than CESAR, which uses dedicated mechanisms to recover and maintain
the routes between the nodes as explained in Section III. The losses experienced
by the first two algorithms are mainly caused by the interferences between the
cluster-heads in the set-up phase, in which some messages related to the cluster
formation may be lost and ,thus, some nodes are not able to join any cluster.
Moreover the LEACH algorithm experiences more data losses because of its
cluster-head selection mechanism which, unlike HEED and CESAR, does not
take account of the distribution of the cluster-heads into the network.

4.2 Energy Consumption

The energy consumed by each node is measured by performing different tests in
which we increase the number of the nodes in the sensing area.

As we can see from the results shown in Figure 4, CESAR is less expensive
in terms of energy and more scalable than LEACH and HEED, thanks to the
mechanisms described in Section III.

The graphs show that CESAR is also more scalable than LEACH and HEED
which suffer of interferences and high overhead for the assignation of the time-
slots by the cluster-heads to the members of the cluster.

5 Conclusions

The algorithm described in this paper combines the clustering and the on-
demand approaches in order to reduce the energy consumption in the whole
network. A new cluster-head selection mechanism is proposed in order to con-
sider the situations in which the nodes have limited battery capacity and not all
of them are capable to communicate with the BS to which deliver the own sensing
data. The further mechanisms employed for the reduction of the energy consump-
tion and improvement of the robustness make CESAR suitable for many low
data rate applications of WSNs. The simulations described in Section IV show
that CESAR performs better than some popular algorithms such as LEACH
and HEED, and the experiments performed on the FIT-IoT-lab [13] platform
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show that our solution well perform also in real sensor networks. Thanks to the
on-demand mechanism and the adaptability of the cluster size, we believe that
CESAR is also suitable for networks composed of mobile sensors. A new met-
ric can be investigated to take account of the mobility of the nodes and adapt
the above-mentioned features to the dynamic of the network topology. Regard-
ing future developments, CESAR will be tested in combination with some Low
Power Listening (LPL) protocols , such as X-MAC [14] and LA-MAC [15], in
order to figure out which one is the best choice to minimize the energy consump-
tion and ensure the robustness of the network.
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